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THE BUSTLE BEGINS...
Vacations are over. No more time for idle reveries… it’s time
to act because the bustle has begun in this temple of learning –
Loyola School. The maiden assembly of the academic year 2010
– 2011 saw the aspiring leaders of Loyola School showcasing
their oratorical prowess and Ciceronian talents. Master Nitish
Vijayanand (XII A) was elected the school leader for the
academic year. He will be assisted by Master Benoy Stephen
Devanesan (X A) and Master Atlee Yesudas (IX D). Sachin Sahuji (XI D) has been elected
the General Captain.
Loyola has opened up new vistas for Civil Service and Law aspirants with the
introduction of Humanities stream in the ISC curriculum. Reforms have also been made
in the examination pattern – there will be only two terminal examinations while the
number of unit tests has been increased to four, two in each term.
The preparations for the Youth festival are also being carried on earnestly. The
Youth Festival is scheduled to begin on 26th of July.

WHERE WARS WERE STAGED ...
A grand celebration of Life and Arts - the motto of LA Fest,
was brought to fruition as the most talented students from
11 schools across the city, staged spectacular battles with
talent and passion as their only weapons. 3rd of July 2010
was witness to perhaps the most extravagant inter-school
cultural fest of Trivandrum.
The opening ceremony was graced by the presence of Mr. K. Jayakumar I.A.S.Additional Chief Secretary, Govt of Kerala and an alumnus of the Jesuits. This was
followed by the LA Fest theme song, which infused the festive spirit into each and
everyone present in the magnificent Loyola Indoor Stadium. The six events- Harmony,
Encuesta, Frenzy Frequency, Block ‘n’ Tangles, La Persona, and Dance ‘o’ maniaentertained the audience and proved that LA Fest is a notch above the other cultural
fests. La Persona, the hunt for the ultimate personality of Trivandrum, saw Master C.
Pazhani Raj Thanuj of St. Thomas Residential School and Ms.Angel Anna Mathew of
Bharathiya Vidya Bhavan being crowned as Mr. and Ms. LA Fest 2010. The concluding
perfomance by the Loyola dance team got the crowd cheering their lungs out. Dr.
Nina Prasad, a renowned Mohiniattam dancer, was the chief guest for the closing
ceremony.
The memorable day came to a close with Christ Nagar ISC School walking away
with the coveted Nataraja Trophy for the second year in a row. Trivandrum
International school emerged as runners up. The assiduous work of 350 energetic
loyolites paid off as every one left with the spirit of La Fest still aflame in their minds.
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From the editor
The New Academic Year 2010-11 has
kicked off and Loyola School has
already become a beehive of
activity. So LENS is back in action
to report all the happenings in and
around Loyola. This year the LENS team would
comprise of the students of 11th standard.
We have introduced a new column
‘Your Attention Please’, which would analyze and
criticize happenings, which need attention from
the Loyola fraternity. Over the years, LENS has
really proved to be ‘THE LENS’ of Loyola School
and we hope to keep up with the standards set by
the previous LENS teams.
We value your suggestions and
feedback. They can be sent to
loyolalens@gmail.com. Check out the online
versions at www.lens.loyolites.com.

THE MAGIC OF MAGIS
Another set of seasoned Loyolites have proved to
the world that we, Loyolites, are second to none in
academics. They toiled hard for a year and have
come out with flying colours in the Board
Examinations 2009 – 2010.
In the ICSE Board Examinations, we secured 100%
distinction, with the best class average in the city.
In the CBSE tenth standard exams, we secured
100% pass, with 9 Loyolites getting a whopping
9.6 marks or more out of 10 (CGPA). In SSLC Board
Examinations also we secured a 100 % pass.
Even though only 97.6% of the students who
appeared, passed in the CBSE 12 th standard
examinations, the results in general of the ISC, HSC
and CBSE batches were heartening for the Loyola
family.

YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE
Loyolites have now taken up the task of vandalizing their school properties to the fullest
possible extent, by expressing their artistic skills, not on paper, but on the desks and benches. The
‘disfiguration’, it seems, has now been taken up on a large scale, and it is very hard, or indeed
impossible, to find even one desk without something scribbled on it.
Let us ask ourselves – Aren’t we misusing the freedom that we get nowhere else? Are we
turning ungrateful to our own school that imparts us culture? While we all talk proudly about
being Loyolites and about Loyola’s benchmarks, we should also realize that such derogatory
activities can hamper our school’s name and fame.
It is high time we realize that we are digging our own graves. Why don’t we change our
attitude and stop disfiguring the furniture in the class rooms?? Let us do small things; small
things that can bring about big differences, and let us turn over a new leaf and make sure that we
keep up with the real benchmarks set by our seniors.

